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Abyssinian War
Agriculture
Allies
American Foreign Policy
American Press
Anti-Semitism
Asia
Atrocities
Britain & America
British Empire
British Foreign Policy
British Government
Broadcast
Budget
Capitalism
China
Churchill’s Policy
Collective Security
Communism
Conservatism
Death of F.D.R.
Debt
Defense
Democracy
Disarmament
Disease
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Economic Restoration
Economics
Education
Election
Environment
Ethiopia
European Civilization
Europe – Post War
Fascism
Foreign Ministry
Foreign Trade
Foundation
France
Free Speech
Freedom
Games
Germany
Gold Standard
Government
Greece
Hatred
Hitler
Immigration
Imperialism
Indemnity Figures
India
Influence
International Organization
International Pessimism
International Relations
Italy
Journalism
Korea
Labour Party
Language
League of Nations
Lectures
Liberalism
Life’s Work
McCarthyism
Military Forces
Monroe Doctrine
Moral Understanding
National Council for the Prevention of War
Nationalism
Nazidom
Neutrality
Newspapers
Nobel Prize
Northey Island
Nuclear Weapons
Opinions
Opposition to Government Policies
Organization of Nations
Organized Labor
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Pacifism
Palestine
Peace
Political Parties
Politics
Population
Post-War
Power
Press
Writings

Speeches and Addresses

Box 47

ABC of Peace. Philadelphia Teachers Association
After the War – What? League of Nations Society in Canada, May 1941
The Alphabet of International Economics
America and the British Labour Party
American Adventures, 1959
American Labor Conference
American Labor Conference
American Lecture Tour, 1943[?]
American Nobel Memorial Foundation, Inc., April 21, 1963
American Peace Society
America’s Town Meeting of the Air: Is Peace Possible Without World Organization?
Annapolis [c. 1946]
Are Hunger and Poverty the Real Causes of War? National Farm Radio Forum (CBC)
Are We Educating for Today’s World?
The Atlantic Pact is in the American Tradition. March 4, 1949
Author’s Round Table: Can the UN Bridge the Anglo-American-Russian Gap? Jan. 22, 1948
BBC Broadcast
BBC Broadcast Regarding Defence
Boston, April 4
The Bottom of It All
Britain, Commonwealth, International World
Britain’s Future in International Relations
Britain’s Place in World Democracy
Britain’s Prosperity and World Credit
Britain’s World Role the Next Half of the Century. (Script for Broadcast)
British Commonwealth
The British Empire
British Foreign Policy and Canadian Financial Interests
Budapest, April 25, 1961
Byline for CBC
Cadbury Lecture I: Monte Carlo Anecdote
Cadbury Lecture II: Anarchy
Can the West State Its Case to the Non-Western?
Causes of War
Chaos to Control
Chicago Round Table Broadcast
The Commonwealth Idea: Past and Future. Held in the Society’s Assembly Hall on May 31
Commonwealth Migration and the Defence of Western Man
Commonwealth Migration and the Defence of the West
Conclusion of a Message to the Institute of World Affairs – Thirty Third Anniversary
Co-operation and the New Social Conscience. At a meeting held at Brighton on Whit – Tuesday, June 6, 1922 in connection with the 54th Annual Congress of the Co-operative Union
The Ethics of Resistance to Violence
Defence and Peace
Conference Board, May 26, 1943
Conference of World Government, Sept. 1951
Conscription and Disarmament
Cooper Union, c. 1946
Craig, Nancy. Interview Dec. 31, 1945
Cyprus, 1956
The Defense of the West: Britain’s Place
Democracy and the Main Street Mind. Rockdale-Wise Center Cincinnati Commercial Tribune, Jan. 19, 1925
Democracy and the New Economic Issues; delivered before the Executive’s Club of Chicago, Dec. 8, 1933
Dept. of Economics, NY University
Duggan
Dumbarton Oaks Decision
Economic and Moral Factors in International Polity. Paper read by Norman Angell to the British Assoc., at Dundee, Sept. 5, 1912
Education for the Nuclear Age
An Educated Will to Peace. World Affairs, Summer, 1948. (Delivered at the 120th Anniversary of the American Peace Society, May 5, 1948.)
Education and International Affairs. Royal Institute of International Affairs
Education and the Business Depression. Jan 22, 1934
Education and the Social Chaos
Education for Peace – Nobel Dinner
Educational Bodies
The Emergence of America
Emigration and Defense. Based on the Eleanor Rathbone Memorial Trust Lecture. World Review
The English Speaking Nations and World Peace
English-Speaking Union, Jan. 8, 1942
The First Need of Nuclear Age
Foreign Affairs and Public Opinion
Foreign Affairs Round Table
Foreign Policy and the Plain Man
Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, PA.
Free Migration and Western Security. Eleanor Rathbone Memorial Lecture
Freedom and Social Control
Freedom and Social Control
Freedom House Under the Auspices of the Greater Council of Federal Union
Freedom of Movement
Freer Migration and Western Society. Eleanor Rathbone Memorial Lecture. University Press of
Liverpool, 1951.
From Chaos to Control. 4 part lecture series
German-American Society
Germany and the Rhineland Chatham House, March 25, 1936
The Great Illusion: The War’s Results and Our Present Problems 1933
Herald – Notes for Speakers
House of Commons Luncheon, March 30, 1930
House of Commons Luncheon, Feb. 18, 1963
How Can You Help to Make a Better Peace Next Time? At the Middle Atlantic Division of the
How Can We Find World Peace?
How Can You Help to Make a Better Peace Next Time?
Illusions about the Great Illusion. Feb. 1, 1950
Imperial Industries Club
Imperialism: Eastern and Western
Imperialism Reinterpreted
The Influence of Banking Upon International Relations. Institute of Bankers, Jan. 17, 1912.
Journal, Feb. 1912.
Institute of International Education – 25th Anniversary Dinner
Institute of Journalists Dinner, Oct. 18, 1956.
International Arbitration League
International Relations Club
International Students’ Union
Is Peace Possible?
Is Peaceful Co-existence Possible?
Jewish Settlement Scheme
Labour Government and Anglo-American Relations
A League of Nations with a Real Legislature
Learning Currency Problems by Playing a Game
Liberal Summer School, Cambridge
Limited or Unlimited Obligations?
London
London University Labour Party, June 1937
Low Priced Crime: Churchill’s Policy Towards Russia.
Manchester Free Trade Hall
Annual Meeting of Manchester Norman Angell League, 1914
Migration and the Emergence of America
Monroe Doctrine
Motion Picture Address
National Right and National Obligation
NBC Talk (Transcript) recorded Aug. 28, 1956
Neglected Aspects of the War Forces in Europe
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Economic Society
The New Internationalism. The Headmistresses Association of the East, New York City, Nov. 12, 1926.
New Situation
1918-1944 – Differences and Similarities
Nobel Peace Prize Address, June 12, 1935
Nobel Prize Speech
Nobel Dinner: Education for Peace
Nobel Anniversary Dinner, Dec. 1943
A Note on Mutualism and Defence
An Obstacle to Universal Peace: The Genesis of Modern Tariffs
Our Endangered Natural Defences
Pacifism and Foreign Policy
Pall Mall Symposium
Paris Congress, Sept. 2-3, 1925
Paris “Daily Mail”
Parliamentary Election, 1922, 1929, 1935
Paths to Peace. National Union of Townswomens’ Guilds, Nov. 1958
Peace or War: A Challenge to Youth. Dec. 10, 1935
The Political Pathology of Our Time
Popular Education and International Affairs. At Chatham House on Dec. 7, 1931
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The Post-War Relations of America and Britain
The Price of Freedom. Nobel Anniversary Dinner, Dec. 10, 1942
The Price of National Freedom
The Problem of Destroying Prussianism
The Psychological Roots of Nationalism
The Public Mind and Tomorrow’s Problems
Questions asked at meetings
Reform Talk
A Reinterpretation of Empire. Cambridge – Inaugural Address for Summer School, August 1952
The Restoration of the National Government
The Results of Pacifist Effort
Road Blocks to Recovery
The Roots of the War. Address to the Union’s Institute of World Affairs, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass., Summer 1940.
The Rotarian’s International Obligation: What He Should Know. Rotary Conference (Galley and Summary in the Rotary Wheel) June 1935
Royal Institute Talk
Russia’s Ruthlessness in Europe; Accommodation in San Francisco
Scarborough Speech
The Scientific Method and Our Plans for Peace
Shalom Means Peace on Author Meets the Critics
Should the Allies Maintain a Hands-Off Policy in Liberated Countries? Town Meeting, Dec. 21, 1944
Sickness of the Public Mind
Some Conditions for a Permanent Peace
Some Questions for American Conservatives
Sunday Afternoon Lecture
Sydney Webb, 1933[?]
Synopses of Lectures by Sir Norman Angell
This I Believe
Three Aspects of Our Problem Not Yet Systematically Tackled
The Three R’s of Liberalism
Town Hall
Town Meeting of the Air
TV Panel Broadcast, May 10, 1960
The United Nations. A Radio Discussion by Norman Angell, Louis Gottschalk, and Fredrick Schuman. University of Chicago Round Table, June 14, 1942
The United Nations
The United Nations in Crisis
The UNO and World Government
University of Chicago Round Table – “The Atlantic Charter: Is it Dead?” Jan. 21, 1945
University of Chicago Round Table – “Political Reconstruction,” Aug. 9, 1942
University of Chicago Round Table – “The United Nations,” June 14, 1942
The War and the Institution of Private Property
War as a Capitalistic Venture. At the 82nd Dinner of the National Liberal Club – Political and Economic Circle
Welfare and the Mass Mind
What Causes War?
What Goes on in Greece
What is Britain’s Foreign Policy? Aug. 9, [1939]
What is Happening in England?
What’s Happening in Europe.
What is Fundamental in All Future Planning. Nov. 27, 1944
What is Parity?
What is Responsible for the Erroneous Ideas in the United States Concerning the British Commonwealth of Nations?
What Must We Do To Be Saved – From World War III?
What Past Mistakes Must We Avoid at the Peace Table?
What Peace Principles Can The UN Agree Upon Now?
What Should Be Done With Conquered Germany? Jan 31, 1943
What the Pacifist Can Do
What Will the Civilian Do With Victory? The Free World Association of Hollywood, March 23, 1944
When Economics are Political
Why Colonies?
Why Is the Public So Silly?
WMCA
WMCA Broadcast
Workers’ Educational Association. Sept. 23, 1964
World Council of Churches from Holders of the Nobel Peace Prize
Would the Crisis in India Benefit from U.S. Diplomatic Intervention?
YMCA Leeds: Norman Angellism and War
Yale Club
Youth, Idealism and Realism
Your Foe is Our Foe. United Palestine Appeal Conference, Nov. 10, 1940
Untitled: Re: Candidacy of Philip Noel-Baker
Untitled: Re: India
Untitled Address
Untitled Address
Articles
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The Absolute Pacifist and the Collective System
Abyssinia and the Problem of Britain’s Defence
Abyssinia-The End?
Activities of Students International Union
Admission of Refugees
Advertising and National Prosperity. *The Spectator*, June 4, 1927
After Diplomatic Rupture-What?

After Emigration

After Empire-What?

After Imperialism-What?

After Italy-What?

After San Francisco

After Simon’s

After The War: A League for Defense and Trade

Against Capital Ships

Against Whom Are We Arriving?

The Age of Violence

An Agreed Unemployment Policy

Aiding the Enemy’s Diplomacy. The New Republic, July 21, 1917

Alliances Old and New

Alsace-Lorraine and The American Policy

Alternative to the British Empire Is Worldwide Anarchy

Alternatives for Pacifists

America and a New World State

America and Sea Power: Conflict of Internationalism

America and the Cause of the Allies. Union of Democratic Control, August, 1916

American and the Neutralization of the Sea. North American Review

America and the Outside World

America and the War

America and the War


An America That Does Not Get Into the Limelight

American Financial Domination: Is It A Menace?

The American Offer

American Opinion and British Imperialism

American Opinion and the War

American Peace Society

American Policy at the Settlement: What Is America Fighting For?

American Poverty and American Socialism

The American Public and the Visiting European

American Socialism and Its Novel Habitat

America’s Dilemma

America’s Favorite Book

America’s Foreign Policy

America’s Foreign Problems. Towards a Definite Policy.

America’s Great Alternative

America’s Islands of Security. Britain, September, 1944

America’s Leadership: Where? How?


America’s Problem of Power

America’s Russian Policy

Amerika Und Seine Weltpolitik

America’s Seamy Side

Amerika Und Splendid Isolation

An Angel on Wheels

Angell Lauds Spirit of Visit

Angell Sums Up At 85-Urges Union of West

Angell Warns Premier Must Go Slow Here

L’Angleterre Au Carrefour

L’Angleterre Combattra-t-elle? Une Politique De Contradictions

Anglo-American Understanding. Time And Tide, December 1, 1945

An Anglo-American War Is Not Possible
Anglo-Saxon Isolationism
An Appeal to American Pacifists
An Appeal to the German Verband für Internationale Verständigung und Studentieren
Appeals to the Society of Friends On The Peace Question
Appeasement- Past and Present
Approaches to the Right Kind of World Government
Arbitration-Disarmament-Security
Are Not Our Marketing Methods Behind The Times? *System*, September, 1927
Are The Allies Incurable?
Are The Dictators Sincere?
Are These Moments To Decide?
Are We Sordid?
Armaments and Foreign Investments
Armaments, Force and Illusion
Arms Race-And What Next?
Article for the Long Eaton Advertiser
The Aspirations of Sir Oswald Mosley
Assumptions about Peace We Must Revise
Assumptions That Need Revising
Atlantic Charter-Is It Dead?
The Atlantic Pact Is In the American Tradition
The Atrocity – Father Cassidy
Aunt Julie and the Bolshevists
Autobiography
L’ Aventure De L’Argent
The Background of Aggression
Bad Court Better than Best War
The Basic Reconstruction
The Battle for America
A Bastion of Freedom
The Battle Continues In The Peace. *Saturday Review*, June 24, 1944
The B.B.C., the Press and the Public Mind
Be Fair To Fascism, But Loyal To Peace
Behind Armaments
Before the Deluge. Are We To Act In Time Or Too Late? *Time and Tide*, Aug 17, 1935 with galley proof
Behind the Eden Split. *Time and Tide*, March 5, 1938
Behind the Indian Problem. *Foreign Affairs*, July, 1930
Behind the Truman Doctrine
Der Berliner Putsch, Frankreich Und Polen
The Best of Norman Angell’s Thought Chosen By Himself. *Freedom and Union*, Jan, 1959
The Better Germany and The Next Peace
Bevin’s Philosophy
Biography of Norman Angell
A Bit of Literary History
Black Soldiers of Form A Menace…
Blindness on the Left. *American Affairs*, July, 1947
Blue Funk and Red Ruin. *John Bull*, December 19, 1925
Blueprints
The Bomb and The Common Market
Books That Matter
The Borah-Bailey Debate
The Bottom of It All
The Break And Some English Guesses. *North American Review*
Britain and The Refugees. *The Listener*, June 15, 1939
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Capitalism and War. Quarterly News, Autumn, 1934
Capitalism, Imperialism, and War. The Facts of Their Relationship.
Capitalism Is the Cause of War. Quarterly News, Summer, 1934
The Case for Sanity. Headway, August, 1934
The Case for Stating Our Terms
Case For The League Re-Stated. Making Collective Defence Effective.
Challenge the World Can’t Ignore. Daily Herald, September 6, 1935
The Challenge of World Unemployment
A Challenge to the Commonwealth
The Chance of the West. Nation, June 28, 1941
Chaos in India Feared
The Charter and Power Politics. Freeworld
Charting the Chaos
Child Massacre as a Political Weapon (Incomplete)
Children’s Newspaper
The Churches of the Peace Movement
Churchill: Eternal Englishman
What Churchill Really Said About India, And the Atlantic Charter
Churchill’s Defeat Explained
The Citizen Faces War. (preface)
Civil Liberties, Human Rights
Civil War, Human Nature and the Workers’ Cause
Clasped Hands Or Shaking Fists? The Saturday Review, October 20, 1945
Clean Up The Stock Exchange! John Bull, October 5, 1929
The Clever Mr. Churchill
Clivedenism
Clivedenism – Or Peace?
Close of the Imperial Phase In British Development
Collective Defence the Only Policy. Labour, May, 1936
Collective Passions
Collective Power. League of Nations Union, No. 435 May, 1943
Colonialism and Anglo-American Relations
Colonialism in Anglo-American Relations. Daily Telegraph, February, 1957
Colonies, Defence, and Peace. The Lecture Recorder, May, 1936
Coming War, The Anti-League Campaign and Last Month’s Elections. Time and Tide, May 7, 1932
Comme Nous Le Fimes En 1914
Comments and Summary of Prize Winning Essay Competition. Congress of European American Association, 1954
Commerce Is Fettered. Louisville Herald. April 11, 1915
Commerce, Security And Disarmament
Commercial Security. Can It Be Obtained By Armaments?
The Commercialization of Demagogy
Comments on Federal Union Proposals for UN Reform
Common Basis Needed. Workable Relations With Russia Depend On Finding It.
The Commonwealth Idea: Past And Future
A Commonwealth Stocktaking-II. What Is The Real Alternative To Empire?
Commonwealth Unity And The Nuclear Age
Concerning Our Movement
The Conditions of A Democratic Peace. The Rotarian, April, 1918
The Conditions of Permanent Peace
Conference And The Capitalist Suicide. Time And Tide, July 1, 1933
Congressional Opposition to the President’s Policy
The Conservative Objection to the Trade Union Bill.
A Consumer’s Comment On The Educational Product. Time And Tide, July 14, 1956
Controlled By Public Opinion
Convert To The New Republic Policy
Co-operation And The New Social Conscience. 1922
Co-operation For Defence. Essential Basis of Peace. Telegraph, March 4, 1937
Co-operation Or Dictatorship? The Clarion
The Cost of Distortion the Liberal Idea.
Costly Victory
Cremer’s Road To International Understanding. The Arbitrator, March, 1954
Crisis And Confusion. Nation, July 5, 1941
The Crisis: Some International Aspects. The New World, October, 1931
The Crisis-What To Do. Russia Today, May, 1938
The Cult Of The Impossible
Damning the Facts of Daily Life
The Danger From France. The New Leader, February 2, 1923
Dangerous Deals
Dangerous Heritage. The Listener, February 2, 1961
Darkening Counsel. New Republic, October 27, 1917
Debts Nobody Can Pay
De Haeretico Comburendo: This Is Not The Time
The Debts Tangle
Decision Means Peace: Indecision War Quarterly News, Spring 1939
Une Declaration De Norman Angell. Clarte, April 15, 1937
Decline of The West
Deeper Into The Morass. Time And Tide, July 2, 1938
Defence And Danger. No More War, April, 1934
Defence Factors In Britain's Foreign Policy. Daily Telegraph, Sept. 22, 1937
Defence in the Nuclear Age
Defence of What? Time And Tide, December 3, 1938
Defending Freedom without War. The New Leader, March 12, 1956
Defense against Aggression
Defense and Peace
La Defense Nationale. De La Societe Des Nations
The Defence of France
The Defence of Western Civilization
Defence, the Bomb and the Public Mind
Defending Freedom without War
Degeneration of the Public Mind
Democracy and the Franc. The New Leader, July 30, 1926
Democracy and the Main Street Mind
Democracy and War
Democracy at the Peace Settlement. Intercollegiate Socialist
Democratic Government
Democratic Leadership And The Collective System. Headway
Democratic Socialism Versus Totalitarian Communism. The New Leader, April 13, 1946
Difficulties of Teaching Peace In School. The Schoolmaster and Woman Teacher's ChronicleNovember 18, 1937

End The Old Confusion
Enduring Peace
England And The League
England Is Not Broke
England’s False Step
The English Speaking World And The Next Peace.
English-Speaking World Vs. Communism
The Englishman Best Hated by Moscow
The Englishman Replies
An Englishman’s Point of View
Enter The Syndicalist
The Errors of Pacifism
Escapegoatism
L’Espagne Et La Paix
The Essentials of Political Judgment In War Time
Establishment
The Establishment Scapegoat
The Ethics of Resistance
The Ethics of Russian Aid
Europe And America: The Next Half Century. The Spectator, July 6, 1929
Europe And Hitler’s Holocaust. Time And Tide, July 7, 1934
Europe And The Road To Moscow
L’Europe Arrivera-elle A Se defendre?
Europe’s Anarchy And The Pacifist Issue. Time And TideSeptember 5, 1935
Europe’s Chinese Wall Bars Prosperity
The Evils of History Teaching
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Explaining Peace- Preface And Introduction
Experience In Childhood. Tomorrow, April, 1942
An Experiment In Teaching Economics
That Extra Effort Now
Facing The Future
Facts of Life About Money
The Facts They Hide
Failure of Our Foreign Policy. News Chronicle, April 23, 1936
The Failure of the Social Mind
The Falls Are Ahead But We Need Not Go Over
The False Diagnosis
Falsehood of Atrocities
Fascism And Bolshevism
The Fatal Gap In Education
The Faulty Reckoning. The Miscalculation.
F.D.R. Fought The Battles of The People With Strategy, Intelligence, And Patience
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight For America
Fight the Famine Council
Financial Aid To Czechs. How Should Funds Be Spent?
First of All For The Coming Peace.
The First Thing First.
The Five-Power Conference
The Fight For Civilism
First Things First.
Folie Economique
The Folly And Futility of War. The Scots Pictorial, November 30, 1912
Fonds Universel de la Paix (French)
For A Western Democratic Blue.
For a Worker’s Peace
For Better National Defence
For Whom Will They Speak? New Republic, October 19, 1918
For the Restoration of the Free Press, Free Speech and Open Conferences of the Peoples: An
Appeal to American Liberals
Force. The Millgate, April, 1936
Foreign Affairs. Memo On His Engagement For Editorship
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Affairs (March 7, 1936-July 6, 1940 incomplete)
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Affairs (clipped sections from May 1933 - October 1937)
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Policy And The Plain Man.
Foreign Policy And The Press-stunter. Time And Tide, December 5, 1931
The Foreigners’ Turn To Disarm. League of Nations Union, December, 1931
Foreword To Common-Sense Patriotism
Foreword To Eleventh Hour Questions. 1937
Form And Spirit In Foreign Policies.
The Foundations of Permanent Peace.
The Franc And Foreign Policy
France And The Black Power. Contemporary Review, February, 1922
Freedom of The Seas
Free Press And Free Minds. Free World
Free Immigration’s Lesson. Freedom And Union, January 1950
The Free West Throttled. Loosening The Knitted Noose.
Free World (column)
A Free World of Prisons
Freedom and Union. (contributing editor)
Freedom and Union (column?)
Freedom of Discussion In War Time
The Freedom of The Seas And The League of Nations
Free Migration And Western Security
French Hegemony... Time And Tide, October 1, 1932
Freud, Marx, And Midas In The International Field. Time And Tide, May 6, 1933
From Alliance To Union, Freedom and Union, December 1948
From The Celtic Sphere. A Mode of Spiritual Healing.
Die Furcht Vor Der Freiheit
A Future Job For The Guild. The Bank of Ficer, December, 1921
The Future of Peace. Sunday Times, November 11, 1956
The Future of The League
The Future of The United Nations
The Future of World Peace. The Listener, December 4, 1947
Future Wars-How They Can Be Averted.
Gaat Het Westen Ten Onder?
The Game
Game of Retrospect. Time And Tide, January 7, 1939
General Meeting of Students & Professors at Göttingen.
The Generals And The Politicians. *The Times Literary Supplement*, November 2, 1956
The German People And The German Government. Why Distinguish?
The German Speaks. *Time And Tide*, December 4, 1937
Germany Must Not Leave The League. *The Clarion*
German vs. Allied Methods. March 18, 1928
Germany-Our Problem?
Germany, Policy Towards. (incomplete manuscript)
Germany Tells the World
Germany Will Be Gainer In African War. *Coatesville, PA Record*, August 27, 1935
Get Effective Defence And You Get The League. *The New Outlook*, June 10, 1936
The Ghosts At The Conference. What Mr. MacDonald Faces. *The New Leader*, July 18, 1924
The Gilded Wastrel. *John Bull*, July 16, 1927
Give Them Sanctuary. *Congress Weekly*, March 5, 1943
Goebbels Television
Gold
Gold-And You. *Daily Herald*, October 9, 1930
Gold Standard. *Time And Tide*
Government And Unemployment
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La Grand Bretagne Et La Palestine
Great Britain And The Neutrality of The Sea.
The Great Confusion, *Headway*, October 1938
The Great Dilemma. *Free World*
The Great Illusion And The Present War: A Reply To L.G. Chiozza Money, M.P. *Everyman*,
August 28, 1914

“The Great Illusion” In Retrospect And Prospect (partial)
The Great Powers and the Veto
Guide For Making The Next Peace Permanent. *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, June 1, 1941
Harold Wright
Has 1958 Advanced The Course of Peace?
Has The West A Policy? *Time And Tide*, October 17, 1953
Have We A Reply To The Nazi Moral Weapons?
Have We Forgotten The War? *Leicester Mercury*, July 15, 1924
Have We Room For The Refugees? *Picture Post*, November 20, 1943
Have We Won-The Peace? *Sunday Sun*, November 4, 1928
Haves And Have-Nots.
He Who Hesitates.. *Quarterly News*, Spring, 1938
Hitler And Union Policy. *Headway*, May 1939
Hitler Will Fall Like The Kaiser. *Sunday Referee*, August 21, 1938
Herbert Hoover: A Personal Impression, *The Spectator*, November 1928
Hindsight As The Condition of Foresight. *Time And Tide*, January 01, 1938
History
History And The Voter
History Teaching And The Voter
History Turned Upside Down
Hitler’s Strategy And Ours. *Time And Tide*, July 6, 1940
Holidays Under The Volcano
Homecrofting And The Middle Classes. *The Spectator*, September 19, 1925
Hon est Errors That Cost Us Dear
The House of Commons Is Ages Behind The Times, *Yorkshire Evening News*, February 26, 1931
How America Could Stop The War
How Can We Ensure The Peace? *Chatelaine*, October, 1943
How Colonies Are Owned
How Disarmament And Peace Will Eventually Come. August 26, 1911
How Does Private Wisdom Become Public Folly?
How Hitler Uses The Lindberghs, *October 12, 1949*
How Hitler’s Poison Ideas Are Planted To Divide Us. *The Financial Post*, October 19, 19??
How I Would Ensure Peace
How I Would Ensure Peace. Two.
How It Was Done. *The Observer*, October 16, 1949
How Many Times Has The League Been Buried? *Quarterly News*, Autumn 1933
How Shall we Keep the Promise of..Never Again? *Northern Echo*, November 10, 1936
How The Commonwealth Could Learn One American Lesson. *The Reader's Digest*
How The Founding Fathers Fought Russia
How The World War Is Teaching Us The Only Way To Insure World Peace
How To Make Our Armament Useless
How To Make Peace Permanently
How To Study The Problems of The War
How To Treat Germany. *The Dial*
How Defend Ourselves Without War?
How To Counter Hitler’s Greatest Weapon
How To Make Our Armament Useless
Human Nature And The Atomic age
Human Nature In Economics
Human Nature In The Politics of The Atomic Age
The Ideology Allied Cause
The Ideas Which Are The Foundations
Intro To The New Poland
In Their Young Hands. *C. S. Monitor*, November 21, 1940
If A German Attacked Your Mother
If A German Attacked Your Wife
If War Debts Were Wiped Out
If I Had My Time Again
If Not Empire, Then What? *Esquire*, June 1943
If We Disarm. Does It Mean More Unemployed?
The Ignored Issue. *Time And Tide*, October 10, 1931
Immigration And Future Security, *Free World*
The Imperial Idea And Its Alternative. *The Spectator*, March 5, 1932
The Imperial Internationalist. *Time and Tide*, March 24, 1934
The Importance of A.B.C.
Une Importante Suggestion De Sir Norman Angell
In Answer to Request for Statement on Ramsey MacDonald’s Leader
In Order Not To Fail A Second Time.
The Inadequate Blunderbuss. *The Listener*, October 24, 1934
The Incompetent Vote
Indemnity Crux
Indemnity Sham
Independence or Interdependence. *Foreign Affairs*, May 1930
India And Us. *The Eastern Survey*, January 12, 1944
Labour and The League
Labour and The New War.
Labour Finance in Britain
Labour, M. Poincare and The Rothermere Policy. 
The Labour Peace Policy and Its Critics. Labour, June 1935
The Labour Shortage and Future Peace The Labour Toryism.
Labour’s Concern in the Famine
Labour’s Great Experiment
Labour, June 1935

The Last Chance For The West. Time And Tide, May 3, 1952
The Last Half Century
Lasting Peace Is Possible, The American Mercury, July 1943
Law Against War. The Times, April 25, 1935
The League And Defence. The Times
League And The Crisis. September 1936
League Federation, Or What? Highway, April 1940
League of Nations: What Kind?
League Policy, America And Us. Time And Tide, March 5, 1932
Learn By Talking
Learning from the Past
Learning Versus Wisdom
Leaving Policy To The Government. The New Republic, December 1, 1917

Left Turn
Leftism In The Atomic Age. Time And Tide, June 15, 1946
Leftism v. Peace. The Spectator, July 5, 1946
Leftists At Sea. The Spectator, April 25, 1947
The Lesson Of The Last Four Years. June 30, 1919
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A Letter To Liberals
Let’s All Get A Grip of Gold. Reynolds Illustrated News
Let Us All Work Together For Peace. The Ploughshare, June-July, 1937
Let Us Fight Aggression, Not Necessarily Communism
Let Us Learn From The Enemy. Picture Post, June 8, 1940
Let Us Not Drift Toward World War III. Time and Tide, June 30, 1945
Let Us Realize Why We Fight. Time And Tide, October 1, 1938
Let’s Have More Propaganda
A Letter To Liberals. Time And Tide, March 23, 1957
Lettre Ouverte A La Societe…
The Liberal Surrender of Freedom. New Leader, March 17, 1945
Liberalism and Power
Life without War
Limited Or Unlimited Obligations
Lloyd George Today. Free Press, November 4, 1936
London Diary (excerpts)
Lord Esher: A Personal Impression. The Nation & Athenaeum, February 1, 1930
Lunacy File
M’Donald And Old Foe Chat On High Seas. Examiner, October 2, 1929
MacDonald And Voyagers Match Wits. September 30, 1929
MacDonald Forgets Cares And Plays Shuffleboard
M. Babbitt Commence A Comprendre
Mailed Fist Again. Reynolds News, March 13, 1938
Making Democracy Effective For Peace. The Co-Operative Official, April 1937
Making the Ideal Programme Practical: Paper Programmes and Human Nature (Chapter IV)
Man And The Atom. Progress of The Struggle, September 1945
Man Can Abolish War. The Spectator, February 17, 1933
Man V. Statesman. War And Peace
Man Versus Nationalism. March 1930
The Man Who Taught Me Most. The Rotarian
Manchester Manifesto To The Peoples of Europe
The March of Science: Does It Make For Peace Or For War? Times of India, October 17, 1927
Marche Vers La Stabilite
Mass Mind
The Master Demagogue. The Spectator, June 28, 1930
The Meaning of Monetary Policy
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*The Money Mystery*
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*The ‘New Age’*
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*Patriotism Under Three Flags* – Manuscripts
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*Peace and International Politics*
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Preface To Peace – Reviews
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“Russia and the West” – Manuscript
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War and the Class Struggle – Manuscript
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What is Britain’s Case? – Reviews
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The World’s Highway
You and the Refugee – Review
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No Title – “What Is British Imperialism?”
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Calyer, W. T. *Americanism: A World Menace.*
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Ortega y Gasset, Jose. *The Revolt of the Masses.*
Panikkar, Sardar. *The Two Chinas and the West.*
Read, Sir Herbert. *Anarchy and Order.*
Royal Institute of International Affairs. *The International Gold Problem.*
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Welles, Sumner. *World of the Four Freedoms.*
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Wilkie. *One World.*
Wilson, R. Macnair. *Lord Northcliffe.*
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Wright, Quincy. *A Study of War.*
Ziff, [?]. Untitled.
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Various Authors
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Bibliographical Materials – Pamphlets
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Health diary
Hecht, Jacob
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Institute of World Affairs
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International League for the Rights of Man
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Liberal International
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Noel-Baker, Philip
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Quotations
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Royal Institute of International Affairs
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Schweitzer, Albert
Secretary’s Notebook, ca. 1961
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